Contextuality is central to both the foundations of quantum theory and to the novel information processing tasks. Although it was recognized before Bell's nonlocality, despite some recent proposals, it still faces a fundamental problem: how to quantify its presence? In this work, we provide a framework for quantifying contextuality. We conduct two complementary approaches: (i) bottom-up approach, where we introduce a communication game, which grasps the phenomenon of contextuality in a quantitative manner; (ii) top-down approach, where we just postulate two measures -relative entropy of contextuality and contextuality cost, analogous to existent measures of non-locality (a special case of contextuality). We then match the two approaches, by showing that the measure emerging from communication scenario turns out to be equal to the relative entropy of contextuality. We give analytical formulas for the proposed measures for some contextual systems. Furthermore we explore properties of these measures such as monotonicity or additivity.
Introduction: Non-locality is one of the most interesting manifestations of quantumness of physical systems [1] . It exhibits the strength of correlations that comes out of a quantum state when measured independently by distant parties that share it, which is sometimes higher than that coming from classical resources, and can be even higher for super-quantum but non-signaling resources [2] . Nonlocality has been formulated in terms of 'boxes' i.e. families of probability distribution, and has been studied both qualitatively through Bell inequalities as well as quantitatively through measures of non-locality such as cost of non-locality, distillable nonlocality [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] or recently as its (anti)robustness [7] .
There is however another phenomenon known even earlier than Bell's non-locality, called quantum contextuality [8] . Namely, for certain sets of observables, some of which may be commensurable, their results could not preexist prior to the measurements, or otherwise one would obtain logical contradiction sometimes called as KochenSpecker paradox [9] . In recent years, this phenomenon has been studied in depth. New examples of KochenSpecker proofs of contextuality has been found [10] [11] [12] (see also [13, 14] and references therein for recent results), and the counterparts of Bell inequalities have been introduced, however in a state independent fashion [15] i.e. that are violated by any quantum state (see also state dependent attempts of [16, 17] and [18, 19] for more recent achievements). The fact that quantum theory is contextual has been also treated experimentally [20] [21] [22] , see also [23] [24] [25] [26] and references therein for recent results. In fact the phenomenon of non-locality is special case of contextuality: the commensurability relations are provided by the fact that observables are measured on separate systems. Yet it is not vice versa: the phenomenon of contextuality is more basic, as can hold in single partite systems.
Since the discovery of quantum contextuality there has been a basic problem: How to quantify contextuality? Only recently there were interesting attempts to quantify contextuality in terms of memory cost [27] and the ratio of contextual assignments [28] . There were also some measures of non-locality, which is a special case of contextuality such as non-locality cost [2] and relative entropy of non-locality [37, 38] . In this paper, we propose a program of quantifying contextuality based on two complementary approaches: (i) bottom-up approach, where we introduce a communication game, which grasps the phenomenon of contextuality in a quantitative manner (ii) top-down approach, where we just postulate two measures -contextuality cost and relative entropy of contextuality, analogous to the above mentioned non-locality measures. We then match the two approaches, by showing that the measure emerging from communication scenario turns out to be equal to the relative entropy of contextuality. We further study properties of the measures such as faithfulness, additivity or monotonicity, which are analogous to that of entanglement measures. We also compute it for some systems that possess high symmetries.
How to quantify contextuality: Quantum contextuality clearly manifests that quantum mechanical world which cannot be described by a joint probability distribution over a single probability space: there are systems where statistics of observables (some of which are jointly measurable -form a context), cannot be described by a common joint probability distribution. In other words, joint probability distribution that reproduces statistics of some contexts, see Fig. 1 a) , at the same time cannot reproduce statistics of other contexts -see Fig. 1 b). For this reason, if we would like to simulate such a system we need at least two common joint probabil- .., A 5 ) a) Contexts (here neighboring A i ): observables within each context are jointly measurable, so that we can ascribe joint probability within context. b) Ascribing single common joint probability distribution which has marginals equal to that ascribed in a) is not possible. c) Exemplary possible description of the system: by means of two different common joint probability distributions, each of which does not reproduce statistics of some context: the left that of A 1 , A 5 the right that of A 3 , A 4 .
ity distributions -see Fig. 1 c) where each of them has to fail in reproducing statistics of some context. Thus, for a contextual systems there are inevitable correlations between the contexts and the common joint probability distributions, while for non-contextual the "which context information" is inaccessible via the joint probability distribution. We will quantify these correlations by means of mutual information since they vanish iff the system is non-contextual. This quantity will be called the mutual information of contextuality (MIC). We further show, that it equals another quantity, that can be viewed as an analogue of relative entropy of entanglement, that we call relative entropy of contextuality. We study properties of this measure, showing it's additivity for some systems, as well as monotonicity under some set of operations. We then compute it for some known systems, developing technique of symmetrization. Finally, we introduce the measure called cost of contextuality and compute it for some systems. To formalize the above ideas, we consider a set of observables V some of which are commensurable. Each set of mutually commensurable observables we call a context, and assign to it a number c. With each context its joint probability distribution over observables that form it, denoted as g(λ c ). The set of such contexts {g(λ c )} we call a box. The box is non-contextual if there exists a joint probability distribution p(λ) of all observables in V , such that it has marginal distributions on each context c that are equal to g(λ c ). Otherwise we call it contextual.
For illustration, the family of contextual boxes we describe here the so called chain boxes. The n-th chain box, denoted as CH (n) is based on n dichotomic ob- servables A 1 , A 2 , ..., A n , with the n contexts defined as neighboring pairs of observables A i , A i+1mod n . The distributions of these contexts are fully correlated for all but last context and fully anti-correlated for the last one i.e. A n , A 1 [29] . Note that CH (4) is the well known Popescu-Rohrlich (PR) box. The boxes which have only two types of distributions of contexts: equally weighted strings with parity 0 and equally weighted bit-strings of parity 1 we call xor-boxes. The pair: set of observables and set of contexts, form a hypergraph. The hypergraphs of exemplary xor-boxes [50] that we consider in the paper are depicted on Fig. 2 .
The "which context" game.-To formalize introduction of the MIC measure, we consider the following game with three persons: Alice and Bob (the sender and receiver) and Charlie (adversary). Let the parties preagree on some a priori fixed box B = {g(λ c )} in hands of Alice. The goal of Alice is to communicate a number of a context c to Bob, through hands of Charlie. To this end she chooses the best probability distribution {p(c)}, and sends c drawn according to it as a challenge to Charlie. Charlie is bounded to do the following: create a distribution A c over all variables in V G , such that it is compatible with g(λ c ) on observables that form context c, and send it to Bob. The goal of Charlie is opposite: to disallow communication of c in this way. Bob distinguishes between A c 's the best he can. The amount of correlations between Alice and Bob, given Alice's choice of distribution {p(c)} achievable in this game is
which is the mutual information of contextuality given a priori statistics {p(c)} of a box B. We use here Dirac notation only for convenience, meaning a classically correlated system of variables A c correlated with register holding value c. Optimizing over strategies of Alice, we obtain the mutual information of contextuality for a box B (MIC) i.e. the following quantity: which reports how much correlations Alice and Bob can obtain in this game. We will argue now, that this quantity reports how much contextual is box B. Suppose first that B is noncontextual. Then by definition there exists a single joint probability distribution A over all observables in V G with marginals g(λ c ) on contexts c, hence I max (B) = 0. However in case of contextual box B, by definition Charlie has to use at least two joint probability distributions of all observables in V G , so that on observables of context c, the distribution is g(λ c ). Thus, by compactness argument, the value I max (B) is strictly positive.
(Uniform) Relative entropy of contextuality.-We introduce now another measure based directly on the notion of relative entropy distance, in analogy to measure of non-locality introduced in [37] . The first variant, called relative entropy of contextuality is defined on any box B = {g(λ c )} ∈ C (n) G as follows:
where
is the relative entropy distance between distributions g(λ c ) and p(λ c ) [30] , [51] . The minimization is taken over all distributions p(λ) over Ω(A 1 ) × ... × Ω(A k ) with marginal distribution on context c equal to p(λ c ), and supremum is taken over probability distributions p(c) on the set of numbers of contexts {1, ..., n}.
A natural quantity is also the one which does not distinguish the contexts, i.e. instead of maximization we set p(c) = 1 n for all c:
where n is number of contexts. We call it the uniform relative entropy of contextuality. By definition we have X max ≥ X u but in general these measures are not equal since they differ on direct sum of a contextual and noncontextual boxes (see Appendix section E). At first it seems that mutual information of contextuality and relative entropy of contextuality are different, and it is not clear how they are related. Interestingly, one can show that they are equal to each other (see Appendix Theorem 1), that is:
We note here, that X u and X max (and hence I max according to the above result) are faithful.
Analytical formulas.-We calculate now the value of X u and X max for the boxes called isotropic xor-boxes. To give example of isotropic xor boxes we consider here the isotropic chain boxes:
where CH (n) is the CH (n) box with correlations and anticorrelations replaced with each other. We just give idea of how to calculate the (uniform) relative entropy of contextuality for CH α (4) which is isotropic Popescu-Rohrlich box denoted as P R α , the detailed proof for other xorboxes is shown in Appendix section C and D. The techniques employed are analogous to those used in entanglement theory, including twirling [31] as well as using symmetries to compute measures based on distance from the set of separable states [32, 33] , and they were applied in the case of nonlocality e.g. in [34, 35] . We first compute the value of X u and then argue, that it equals X max for the isotropic boxes. The first step is to observe, that for isotropic boxes, in definition of X u the minimum can be taken only over those probability distributions p(λ) which give rise to an isotropic box, and p(λ c ) is marginal of p(λ). To show this, we consider G such that B ∈ C (n) G , and a group of automorphisms of B which can be achieved by operations that transforms N C G into N C G i.e. preserve non-contextuality, call it G L . The idea is to apply to a box B a twirling oper-
where |G L | is number of different automorphisms b i • π i which in our case are permutations of contexts π i , composed with appropriate negations of outputs of observables b i (see Appendix Theorem 3).
Let us consider an example of P R α box (the other examples of isotropic xor-boxes, follow similar lines, see Appendix setion D), for which
where p(λ) runs over distributions which are from the family of isotropic boxes [34, 35] that are non-contextual. Since any non-contextual box compatible with G (4) CH has to satisfy the inequality which is equivalent to CHSH inequality 1+cos(π/n) , (ii) even n, α = (1 + cos(π/n))/2. step is to observe, that relative entropy does not change under reversible operations such as bit-flip of an output of an observable, (see Appendix lemma 6), which gives:
Because all isotropic xor-boxes has the above property, that X u (B α ) equals a single term of relative entropy no matter how many contexts the box B has, we have that for these boxes X max = X u (see Appendix Theorem 7). It is then easy to show, that for α ≥ 3 4 there holds
where h(α) = −α log α − (1 − α) log(1 − α) is the binary Shannon entropy. For α ≤ 1 4 , X u (P R α ) equals the value of X u (P R (1−α) ) according to the above equation. On Fig. 4 we present values of measure X u for chosen chain boxes CH (n) α (quantum ones provided in [29] and maximally contextual ones).
Analogous considerations gives X max = X u ≈ 0.0467 for the Klyachko et al. [19] (KCBS) box see Appendix subsection E 4.
One of the most welcome properties of the measure would be its additivity. In Appendix Theorem 9, we show that for families of isotropic xor-boxes X u and X max are 2-copy additive i.e. X u (B ⊗k ) = X max (B ⊗k ) = kX(B) for k = 2. For boxes which are extremal within the family of isotropic xor-boxes (such as CH (n) , P M , M ) X u and X max are additive i.e. that the latter statement is true for any natural k ≥ 1. We conjecture however, that proposed measures are additive for all isotropic xor-boxes.
Another welcome property would be monotonicity of X u and X max under operations which preserve contextuality. We answer partially this question showing in Appendix subsection E 1 that they are non-increasing under a natural subclass of contextuality preserving operations.
The contextuality cost.-We would like to note, that there is an obvious way to quantify contextuality using strength of violation of some Kochen-Specker (KS) inequality. This approach however is not universal, since there are boxes that are contextual but do not violate this specific KS-inequality [52]. Thus we demand that our measure of contextuality X should be faithful i.e. nonzero iff the box is contextual.
Another approach is to base on some known measures of non-locality and define it properly for all (also onepartite) boxes. This leads us to the contextuality cost, which we define as follows:
where infimum is taken over all decompositions of box B into mixture of some non-contextual box B N C and some contextual box B C . This measure inherits after nonlocality cost the property that it is not increasing under operations that preserve non-contextuality, which are the operations satisfying the following axioms: (i) transform boxes into boxes (ii) are linear (iii) preserve consistency (iv) transform non-contextual boxes into non-contextual ones. This holds for the same reason for which the antirobustness of nonlocality is non-increasing under class of locality preserving operations as it is shown in [7] . We note also that this measure is by definition faithful, and one can easily compute it using linear programming [3] , it is however not extensive i.e. is not proportional to dimension of the system. For the families of isotropic boxes, it can be found analytically namely that C(P M α ) = 6α−5, C(M α ) = 5α − 4 and C(CH α (n) ) = nα − (n − 1) (in the same way as it is shown in [36] that C(P R α ) = 4α − 3).
Conclusions.-We have proposed a framework to quantify contextuality. In particular we have introduced measures of state dependent/independent contextuality which are valid for both the single and many party scenarios. Our approach can be developed in different ways. First, one can define analogous measures to X u and X max setting variational distance in place of relative entropy.
One can also consider a measure defined as min Ac sup p(c) I( c p(c)|c c| ⊗ A c ), i.e. with changed order of min and sup in (2) which for non-local boxes has been studied in [37] . This measure have more communicational meaning than X max , it is minimal capacity of the channel from Sender to Receiver under Adversary's attack. Note, that another way of defining relative entropy of contextuality, would be to consider a quantity defined on a box B compatible with graph G as
, where D denotes relative entropy of the boxes B and B N C defined operationally via distinguishability of box B from box B N C in [39] . It would be interesting to relate such defined measure with X max and X u . Note also, that following [7] it is easy to define and study notion of (anti)robustness of contextuality. This measure will be used in [40] . It would be also interesting to investigate possible connection between our measures and entropic tests of contextuality put forward in [41, 42] (which have their roots in entropic Bell inequalities [43] ).
Finally, we note that our measures can be useful for description of experimental results as they are based on correlations between measurement outcomes rather than on mutual exclusiveness of observables. It is important, since in practice it is very difficult to satisfy the latter condition in experiment.
[52] E.g. P M does not violate inequality (D8) in Appendix with n = 6.
Appendix A: Preliminaries
We denote a hypergraph as G := (V G , E G ) where V G = {A 1 , ..., A k } is a set of k observables and E G being a set of contexts of the hypergraph, i.e. the set of subsets of mutually commensurable observables of V G . A box has an input x with cardinality n equal to the number of edges of the hypergraph (number of contexts in a given G) and (for simplicity we assume) each output has the same cardinality d of dimension equal to multiplication of cardinalities of outputs of A i which contribute in the corresponding context. The set of such boxes we denote as B (k) G . We say that a box is compatible with a hypergraph G if it is family of n probability distributions such that for each c = {A i1 , ..., A i |c| } ∈ E G , where |c| is the power of the context c, there is a corresponding probability distribution in this family on Ω(A i1 ) × ... × Ω(A i |c| ). We denote it as a family of distributions {P (a|x i )} and
G is a consistent box if for all pairs c, c ∈ E G , and for set of observables S = c ∩ c = ∅ there is
where T = c − S and T = c − S. The set of all consistent boxes compatible with hypergraph G that has n contexts is denoted as C (n)
G . Note, that the well known non-signaling condition is special case of such defined consistency.
Definition 2 A non-contextual box associated with a hypergraph G is a consistent box with a property that there exists a common joint probability distribution for all the observables in V G . The set of all such boxes compatible with G, we denote as N C G . All boxes that are consistent but do not satisfy this condition, we call contextual.
Similarly as in the main text, to specify distributions that belong to box B ∈ C (n)
G we will denote it as {g(λ c )} where c numbers the contexts running from 1 to n. If it is not stated otherwise, in what follows we assume n ≥ 3, since for n ≤ 2 all boxes compatible with any hypergraph G, are non-contextual. If a box B is non-contextual, we denote it as {p(λ c )}, and by p(λ) we will denote the joint probability distribution on V G (which exists by definition of non-contextual box) of which p c 's are appropriate marginals. For short, by p(λ) ∈ S for some set of boxes S we mean that non-contextual box defined by p(λ) belongs to S where graph G with which this box is compatible should be understood from the context. We now make a trivial observation about these boxes:
is non-contextual iff it can be written as a convex combination of consistent deterministic boxes, i.e. such that the joint probability distribution of the outputs of all observables A 1 , ..., A k equals δ a0,a for some fixed vector a 0 .
Proof. It follows from the definition of noncontextual boxes: the joint probability distribution of all observables A 1 , ..., A k is a mixture of the deterministic ones.
Appendix B: Proof of equivalence
In this section we present one of the main results of this work -equality of the mutual information of contextuality and the relative entropy of contextuality. In this and the next section, for the sake of proof, we will use also a quantity defined on box B = {g(λ c )} as X {p(c)} (B) := min p(λ) c p(c)D(g(λ c )||p(λ c )), which is a version of relative entropy of contextuality for fixed distribution {p(c)}.
Theorem 1 For any box
To show the equality, we introduce another measure of contextuality I max ,
and prove X max (B) = I max (B) = I max (B). The proof will not involve optimality of distribution p(c) over which in all quantities we take supremum, so we show the equality for X {p(c)} , I {p(c)} := min {g(λ|c):g(λc|c)=g(λc)},p(λ) c p(c)D(g(λ|c)||p(λ)) and I {p(c)} , from which desired equality follows. We then fix p(c) and B ∈ C (n) G arbitrarily from now on, and show that X {p(c)} = I {p(c)} = I {p(c)} . We prove now the first of these equalities. It is easy to see that I {p(c)} (B) ≥ X {p(c)} (B) since relative entropy does not increase under partial trace. To see the converse inequality, consider the optimal classical probability in X {p(c)} , call it p * (λ) (see E for the proof, that such p * (λ) exists) with marginals p * (λ c ), then find a conditional probability distributions p
, where λ = λ c λ c , and define g(λ|c) = p * (λ c |λ c )g(λ c ). It is easy to check, that such a choice saturates the inequality I {p(c)} (B) ≥ X {p(c)} (B) giving equality.
To see that I {p(c)} (B) = I {p(c)} (B), we use the following fact:
where A c has distribution g(λ|c), which is proven in lemma 2 below, stated in more general -quantum case (where in place of g(λ|c) there is a quantum state ρ c and minimization is over some states σ). If we set minimization over g(λ|c) having marginals g(λ c ) of a box B, we get desired equality.
Summarizing the results we get I {p(c)} (B) = I {p(c)} (B) = X {p(c)} (B) for arbitrary p(c) and B, hence taking supremum over this distribution proves I max (B) = X max (B) for arbitrary consistent box B.
Before proving equality (B2), we need another result, stated in the lemma below. We need it only for random variables, but we state it for quantum states, since it is valid for quantum states in general, and use the fact that quantum relative entropy and relative entropy distance coincide for classical distributions:
where T r A (T r B ) denotes the partial trace over system A (B), and S is quantum relative entropy distance [45] . Proof.
We first note, that log(
, where I A and I B are identity operators on systems A and B respectively. Thus
Where I(ρ) is quantum mutual information [45] . The last equality proves that S(ρ||σ A ⊗ σ B ) ≥ I(ρ) because the relative entropy terms S(ρ A ||σ A ) and S(ρ B ||σ B ) are non-negative, but S(ρ||ρ A ⊗ ρ B ) = I(ρ), hence the equality. We prove now the lemma needed in proof of theorem 1. We state it again for quantum states, since it is valid not only for probability distributions:
Lemma 2 For arbitrary ensemble of quantum states {p(c), ρ c }, there holds
Proof.
Let us note that LHS can be rewritten as S(
. Then, we use the fact that denoting c p(c)|c c| ⊗ ρ c as ρ, by lemma 1 we have
Knowing that c p(c)|c c|, i.e. the subsystem of ρ, is the best σ A in the above minimization, we can fix it, having
It is then easy to check that the RHS of above equals just inf σ c p(c)S(ρ c ||σ), and the assertion follows.
Appendix C: Twirling and isotropic boxes. Simplifying computation of Xu
In order to compute X u for the isotropic xor-boxes and the KCBS box [19] , we first observe that these boxes have numerous symmetries, i.e. they are invariant under some non-contextuality preserving operations. In this paragraph we specify groups of such operations and a map which applies them at random, called twirling. This leads us to the definition of isotropic boxes and the main result of this section (Theorem 3) which shows that for these boxes it is enough to minimize in the definition of X u only over non-contextual isotropic boxes.
To be more precise, consider any hypergraph G with n contexts and a box B ∈ C (n)
G . A non-contextuality preserving operation satisfying L(B) = B we call non-contextuality preserving automorphism of B. For any finite set of noncontextuality preserving automorphisms L, if the group generated by the set L (denoted as G L ) is finite of order |G L |, then the map defined on B as
we call B-L-twirling and denote as τ
The image of the set of all boxes through B-L-twirling we call the set of B-L-isotropic states:
Note, that there may be different twirlings depending on the set of generators L of G L . However, when the results are true for any fixed choice of L, or the set L is known from the context, we will omit it in notation, denoting the introduced objects as B-twirling (τ B ), and a set of B-isotropic boxes (I B ).
We observe that to find the set of B-isotropic boxes we need not to apply τ
By theorem 2, which we prove below, the set I is equal to the set of boxes invariant under elements of L. This theorem is true for any subset of linear space, but for clarity, we state it for the set of consistent boxes. 
and a subgroup F H ⊆ F generated by H. We then have the following:
Then for each i we have:
where in first step we use linearity of the maps h i and in the last we use the fact thatf runs through the whole group F H since each h i has its inverse. From the above we see that B ∈ T , and so Im F H (C (n) G ) ⊆ T . On the other hand, for each box B ∈ T we have:
G ) which, jointly with the opposite inclusion, proves the theorem. Consider now specific set of non-contextuality preserving automorphisms L 0 which is any set of compositions of two types of linear maps: (i) π i -permutations of observables, and (ii) b i -negations of outputs of observables. For this set we have general theorem which allows for easier evaluating the relative entropy of contextuality.
Theorem 3 For any box B ∈ C (n)
G and a set of B-L 0 -isotropic boxes I L0 B we have:
where the minimum is taken over all probability distributions p(λ) which give rise to non-contextual box from the set of B-L 0 -isotropic boxes I L0 B . Proof. Let p(λ) be optimal for X u (B), and denote the non-contextual box defined by this distribution as B nc . Because of the choice of L 0 , for any element f in group G L0 generated by this set, there is
where g f (λ c ) and p f (λ c ) are distributions of context c of a box f (B) and a box f (B nc ) respectively. To see this, we note that, by definition of L 0 , f is a composition of permutation of observables and bit-flips of their outputs. It is then enough to prove separately that the above equality holds, for f being one of them. Consider first f to be a permutation of observables. Since f (B) = B, it is also an automorphism of G with which B is compatible, hence it is special permutation of observables which induces permutation of the contexts and in turn of elements D(g(λ c )|p(λ c )). It means that applying f induces just change of the order of summation in the definition of X u . Second, if f is a bit-flip, since it is applied to both g(λ c ) and p(λ c ), it does not change the relative entropy which is invariant under doubly applied reversible operations [45] . Thus we have:
where in the second line we used the joint convexity of relative entropy. What we obtain is the fact that such process of symmetrization cannot increase the relative entropy. What is more, since f is an automorphism of B, we have that for each context c:
We observe now, that since τ L0 B preserves non-contextuality, the box τ L0 B (B nc ) has a context c equal to
and is a non-contextual box. Since B nc is optimal for X u and, when we substitute the box τ L0 B (B nc ) in place of B nc , we cannot increase the quantity X u due to inequality (C11), the box τ L0 B (B nc ) must also be optimal for X u , which proves desired equality in (C11). We have τ In this section we specify twirling operations L 0 for the xor-boxes, hence showing that one can obtain the isotropic xor-boxes by operations that are non-contextuality preserving. This is crucial, since then we can use Theorem 3 to compute X u for these boxes, which is done in Theorem 6. We first define the Peres-Mermin's (PM) and Mermin's (M) box below:
The P M is a box on G P M = ({A 1 , ..., A 9 }, {{A 1 , A 2 , A 3 }, {A 4 , A 5 , A 6 }, {A 7 , A 8 , A 9 }, {A 1 , A 4 , A 7 }, {A 2 , A 5 , A 8 }, {A 3 , A 6 , A 9 }}) with g(λ c ) = P (3) even for first 5 contexts, and g(λ c ) = P (3) odd for the 6th one [10, 11] .
The M is a box on G M = ({A, B, C, D, E, a, b, c, d, e}, {{B, e, a, D}, {D, b, c, A}, {A, d, e, C}, {C, a, b, E}, {E, c, d, B}}) with g(λ c ) = P (4) even for first 4 contexts, and g(λ c ) = P (4) odd for the 5th one [12] . To begin with, we introduce twirling for P M box by specifying the set L 0 which leads to one-parameter family of isotropic boxes. • For PM box we choose L 0 = {h 1 , . Fig. 5a , h 8 -is a composition of permutation defined by mappings: A 4 ↔ A 2 , A 7 ↔ A 3 , A 7 ↔ A 6 (the rest of the observables are mapped to themselves), composed with a bit-flip of the output of observable A 9 . This operation is a reflection of the hypergraph w.r.t. to the diagonal with appropriate bit-flip. on Fig. 5a . The set I L0 P M we call the set of isotropic P M boxes. The reason for this is stated in lemma below:
Lemma 3 There holds:
where P M is an opposite version of the box P M , i.e. P M with P
even exchanged with P
odd and vice versa. Proof. To see the above statement, we will use Theorem 2. Due to this theorem it is enough to argue that invariance of a box under L 0 implies that it belongs to I L0 P M . In the proof we will refer to Fig. 5a . First, due to invariance under h 1 , ..., h 6 the rows need to have the same probability distribution. Second, using h 8 we obtain that middle row and middle column has the same distributions. Third, by h 7 we get that all solid lines has the same distributions with 8 probabilities q(ijk) of string (ijk) where i, j, k are binary. Due to invariance under h 1 , ..., h 6 , both the solid columns and the dashed column are permutationally symmetric, i.e. are described only by q(000), q(001), q(011) and q(111) (r(000), r(001), r(011) and r(111) for dashed column). Invariance under operation h 8 imposes q(000) = r(001) and q(011) = r(010) which equalizes q(000) and q(011) because of r(001) = r(010). Thus q(000) = α/4 for some parameter α ∈ [0, 1]. Similarly, we have q(111) = r(110), q(010) = r(011), which implies that q(111) = q(010) ≡ (1 − α)/4. Exchanging p with q, we get that also r(000) = r(011) ≡ (1 − α)/4 and r(111) = r(011) ≡ α/4, which ends the proof.
The argument given in the above lemma is analogous in the case of other xor-boxes considered in this paper, where in particular we have:
• For M box we choose L 0 = {h 1 , ...,h 10 }, where:h 1 -reflection of the star with respect to the Aa symmetry line, h 2 -reflection of the star with respect to the Cc symmetry line with bit flip on the node c,h 3 -reflection of the star with respect to the Dd symmetry line with bit flip on the node d,h 4 -reflection of the star with respect to the Ee symmetry line with bit flip on the node E,h 5 -reflection of the star with respect to the Bb symmetry line with bit flip on the node B,h 6−10 -bit flips on three nodes that form any triangle on the hypergraph (Acd, Bde, etc.). For such defined L 0 there holds:
and the set of these boxes we call isotropic M boxes.
• For CH (n) box we choose L 0 = {ĥ 1 , ...,ĥ j , ...,ĥ n−1 }, where:ĥ j is a composition of cyclic permutation of contexts such that all {A i , A i+1 } −→ {A i+j , A i+j+1 } with bit flips on the observables A 1 , ..., A j . For such defined L 0 there holds:
and the set of these boxes we call isotropic CH (n) boxes.
Let us now fix a contextual box B = {g(λ c )} and denote by g(λ c ) i the outcome i of distribution g(λ c ) under a measurement on the box B the context c. For a boxB = {g(λ c )} compatible with the same hypergraph G as B, we define the quantity β B which measures how contextual is boxB w.r.t. to box B:
where g(λ c ) are probabilities of outcomes within a given context, and supp(g(λ c )) is the support of the distribution g(λ c ), i.e. the set of the outcomes of a measurement of the context c which have nonzero probability in distribution g(λ c ).
We will need some properties of β B (.), which are collected in the lemma below, where we treat boxes as vectors of probabilities.
Lemma 4 For any boxB ∈ C (n) G
and an xor-box B ∈ C (n) G with all contexts of the same cardinality m and all observables of the same cardinality 2, there holds:
where .|. is Euclidean scalar product of vectors. Moreover, for a twirling τ
L0
B there holds:
The first statement is easy, as 2 (m−1) B is a vector of 1's for probabilities for which g(λ c ) > 0 where B = {g(λ c )}, hence the scalar product sums the probabilities of boxB from the support of box B. To see the next consider the following chain of equalities:
where in the second equality we use linearity of scalar product, in the third we use the fact that by definition of twirling f is an automorphism of B and in the fourth we use the fact, that each f is a composition of elements from L 0 , i.e. permutations of observables and bit flips of outputs, hence it is a permutation, which does not change the scalar product. Based on β B we can build naturally a contextuality inequality, which for P M box is equivalent to that given in [15] , for PR box that given in [46] and for CH (n) box that from [29] (see also [43] ).
Theorem 4 For an xor-box B ∈ C
(n) G with a single context with distribution P odd , such that each vertex from V G belongs to even number of contexts and for a non-contextual boxB ∈ C (n) G , there holds:
and the bound is tight.
In what follows, we generalize the argument of N.D. Mermin [12] , with the use of which He proved that M box is contextual. Since any noncontextual box is a mixture of deterministic boxes, and by lemma 4, β B (B) is linear, it suffices to prove the above inequality for deterministic ones. Surely, deterministic boxes can attain only discrete values of LHS. Suppose then, that for noncontextual box LHS = n, i.e. all constraints of a contextual box are satisfied, meaning that for n − 1 contexts the sum of outputs i a i = 0 (even) and for 1 context i a i = 1 (odd), which gives a total sum over all contexts 1. On the other hand, for deterministic assignment, summing all the values for the whole hypergraph we get i n i a i = 0 since each n i (the number of contexts to which the observable A i belongs to) is an even number by the assumption. This gives desired contradiction. The value of RHS can be attained deterministically, e.g. by putting all the outcomes equal 0, which simultaneously tighten the inequality.
Theorem 5 For an xor-box B ∈ C (n)
G with even n and a simple context with distribution P odd , such that each vertex from V G belongs to even number of contexts and for a non-contextualB ∈ C (n) G , we have:
Moreover if the number of vertices in each context is odd then the bound is tight. Proof.
The argument is analogous to the proof of Theorem 4. Again, we only need to consider deterministic assignments. Suppose there is a deterministic assignment of outcomes with LHS = 0. Then the box would satisfy all the constraints of contextual opposite version of a box B. For this box, n − 1 contexts has the sum of outputs equal to i a i = 1 (odd) and for 1 context i a i = 0 (even), which gives a total sum over all contexts 1. This however is in contradiction with the fact that the sum over all vertices is 0 since each vertex appears an even number of times in the sum. Hence LHS ≥ 1. To see the tightness in a special case, we observe that setting each vertex value 1 constitutes a deterministic assignment that has β B equal to 1. Indeed, since each context has an odd number of vertices, each edge has distribution P odd , and exactly one of them is in accordance with box B.
We note, that the assumption about evenness of n in the above theorem is necessary:
Observation 2 For B ∈ {M, CH (n) } with odd n, there exists a non-contextual boxB such that β B (B) = 0.
Proof. There exists a deterministic assignment which sets β B to zero: first, we set all observables to 1, and then change into 0 k of those which does not belong to context which has P odd in B, but such that each belong to disjoint pair of contexts. Such an assignment creates an opposite version of a box B, hence giving β B (B) = 0.
As we have seen, all examples of sets of isotropic xor-boxes considered so far are one parameter. We now prove the lemma which bounds this parameter for non-contextual boxes.
Lemma 5 For a non-contextual box
with n contexts, there holds:
For even n there holds additionally:
while for odd n there is
and the bounds are tight. Proof. By the definition of β B , for any xor-box B we have β B (B ) = 0 where B is an opposite version of box B (with P (m) even in place of P (m) odd and vice versa). This implies that for any isotropic xor-box B α ∈ I we have
and in particular, for non-contextual isotropic boxes B α ∈ I by Theorem 4 we have
To prove the second inequality, we observe, that P M and CH (n) for even n satisfies the assumption of Theorem 5, which gives the inequality (D11) in analogous way. The last inequality follows from the dependence (D13) and observation 2. To see that the boundary values of α are attained by non-contextual boxes, we first observe that by theorem 4, there exists a non-contextual boxB with β B (B) = n − 1. Now by lemma 3 equalities (D2) and (D3) after twirling τ B is application at random some permutation of observables composed with bit-flips on outputs of observables, hence preserving non-contextuality. Analogous argument, by use of theorem 5 and observation 2, proves the tightness of the bounds (D11) and (D13) respectively.
We can state the main theorem of this section:
while for even n and α ≤ 1 n there holds
where h(α) = −α log α − (1 − α) log(1 − α).
Proof.
We first note, that in both cases we want to consider, the isotropic boxes satisfy assumptions of Theorem 3, hence we need to optimize only over appropriate isotropic xor-boxes:
where for short by p(λ) ∈ I
L0
Bα we mean some isotropic non-contextual box B α0 which is defined by distribution p(λ). Since B α0 has only two kinds of distributions p(λ c ), P α0 even ≡ α 0 P even +(1−α 0 )P odd and P α0 odd ≡ α 0 P odd +(1−α 0 )P even we can write:
where α 0 is bounded such that B α0 is noncontextual, and P α even and P α odd are defined analogously to P α0 even and P α0 odd , respectively. Now, it is easy to check that if
α , the assumption of the lemma 6 are satisfied with Π c being identity operations for every c for n − 1 contexts for which B α has the same distribution and bit-flip on one of the observables on a distribution of the remaining context, giving:
where α 0 is bounded by the fact that P α0 even is a distribution of a non-contextual box which is isotropic. More specifically, it is bounded according to lemma 5, i.e. we have α 0 ≤ n−1 n . It is easy to check that for α ≥ α 0 the function (D19) is decreasing with α 0 . Lemma 5 shows that the boundary value α 0 = (n−1) n is attained by noncontextual isotropic xor-box, hence the function attains minimum for this value of α 0 , which proves (D15). For α ≤ α 0 , this function is increasing, and again by lemma 5 attains minimal value at α 0 = 1 n , which proves (D16). We note here, that due to the above theorem, X u (B α ) for even n, α ≥ (n−1) n equals the value of X u (B α ) for α = 1 − α, in correspondence with the fact that B α can be changed by bit-flips into B 1−α which does not change the relative entropy distance.
In particular, for considered examples of xor-boxes i.e. in the case α = 1 we have:
According to the above formula, X u tends to zero in asymptotic limit for maximally contextual chain boxes. Interestingly, if we do not take average over number of contexts, i.e. consider a measure X(B) := c D(g(λ c )||p(λ c )), it will equal to n log(1 + 1 n−1 ) and tend asymptotically to log 2 e where e is the Euler number. In other words, if we consider natural logarithm in definition of relative entropy, X tends to 1 with increasing n. It means that, although "average" contextuality of chain box -per number of contexts -vanishes with increasing n, the "total" contextuality is bounded by 1 from below. Remarkably, the same result holds for quantum maximally contextual chain boxes: X(CH (n) α ) based on natural logarithm tends to 1 for both odd and even n where α for each n is given in description of the Main Text  Fig 4. For comparison, in the case of maximal violation of CHSH inequality we have B CHSH ≡ CH (4) α with α = cos 2 π 8 which gives:
Let us calculate the quantity X * (B) := c p(c)D(g(λ c )||p(λ c )) defined for a given p * (λ), which is optimal for the measure X u (B). According to the assumptions of Lemma 6 valid for isotropic boxes, we can write
On the other hand, from the definition of X {p(c)} we have
hence
and taking the supremum gives X max (B) ≤ X u (B) while combining this with the fact X max (B) ≥ X u (B) we obtain the equality of the two measures for isotropic boxes.
Xmax and Xu are not equal on certain direct sums of boxes
We now introduce definition of direct sum of hypergraphs and boxes.
Definition 3 For two hypergraphs
For any two boxes B 1 = {g(λ c )} c∈E G 1 and B 2 = {g(λ c )} c ∈E G 2 compatible with hypergraphs G 1 and G 2 respectively, their direct sum is a box
In the next part of this section, we use the following notation. By p(λ)[V ] we mean any joint probability distribution of the outputs of observables from set V , and by p(λ)| V the marginal probability distribution of p(λ), defined on the outputs of observables of set V . Moreover, by D(g(λ c )||p(λ c )) p(λ) we mean the relative entropy distance between distribution of the output of variables from context c of box {g(λ c )} and that from context c of non-contextual box defined by distribution p(λ).
We will now need a lemma, which simplifies computation of X u and X max of direct sum of boxes, as it states, that it is enough to take minimization in both quantities only over product distributions.
Lemma 7 For any two hypergraphs
there holds:
and
To see both equalities we observe that for any distribution {p(c)} and any distribution p(λ)[V G1⊕G2 ], there holds
This is because by definition of B 1 ⊕ B 2 contexts from E G1 depend only on variables from V G1 , similarly as contexts from E G2 depend only on V G2 . Hence
, which for p(c) = 1 n1+n2 for all c implies (E8). Taking supremum over {p(c)}, we obtain (E9). We are ready to show our main tool, interesting on its own, which is the following theorem that expresses X u and X max of a direct sum of two boxes in terms of these functions of these boxes.
Theorem 8 For any two hypergraphs G 1 and G 2 and boxes B 1 ∈ C (n1) G1 and B 2 ∈ C (n2) G2 there holds:
To see both the above statements, we observe that for a distribution {p(c)} such that w = c∈E G 1 p(c) = 0 and w = 1, and for any two distributions p(λ)[V G1 ] and p(λ)[V G2 ], we have
hence, as we explained, the assertion follows. The above theorem can be easily generalized to any finite direct sum of boxes, giving that X u is the average value of the X u of particular boxes from the direct sum (with weights according to cardinality of their number of contexts), and X max is the maximal value of X max on particular boxes. We can state now the main application of this theorem. implies that there are less symmetries than in the xor-boxes. After corresponding twirling, which we show below, there are 2 parameters left. Fortunately, we can make use of the fact that g(11) = 0 in different way: it means that the corresponding classical probability distribution should have p(00) = 0 for all contexts, since the formula minimizes over the classical probabilities.
To describe the twirling consider the set of joined probability distributions p(λ) with its 2 5 = 32 extremal points. As in case of xor-boxes, we apply twirling determined by group F H which turns to be dihedral group D 5 consisting of d = 10 permutations. Due to symmetrization the marginal probability distributions calculated for the extremal points turns out to be context independent p(λ c ) =p and to posses additional symmetryp(01) =p (10) . As a consequence 32 extremal points, which under the action of group D 5 form 8 orbits (subsets of 32 extremal points invariant under D 5 ) the box can be characterized by only two parameters, e.g.p(00), andp (11) and conveniently visualized by a 8 points on a triangle plot as it is shown in Fig.6 . Thus a set of all symmetrized non-contextual distributions is a convex combination of 4 distributions, namelyp(00) = 1,p(11) = 1,p(00) = . Now our goal is to find minimum in X u (K) which, due to all mentioned symmetries, is given simply by
Note that g(11) = 0, so that looking for a minimum we can restrict to the case ofp(11) = 0. In this way the problem of calculating X u has been reduced to finding minimum over a single parameterp(00) in the range between 0.2 and 1
χ(x, y) is strictly increasing function of argument y provided that 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ 1 which is seen from equation
So finally we get X u (K) = χ(g(00), 0.2) ≈ 0.0466576. For reasons similar to that given for xor-boxes, we have in this case X max = X u .
Appendix F: Additivity results
In this section we prove that for exemplary xor-boxes X u is additive, and that it is 2-copy additive for isotropic xor-boxes considered in this paper. We begin with Definition and necessary lemmas. The main results are theorems 9 and 10, and their main application is stated in Corollary 3.
Definition 4 For any two hypergraphs G 1 = (V G1 , E G1 ) and G 2 = (V G2 , E G2 ), we define their tensor product to be the hypergraph
where V G1⊗G2 := (V G1 ∪ V G2 ) and E G1⊗G2 := {c ∪ c |c ∈ E G1 and c ∈ E G2 }. For two boxes B 1 = {g 1 (λ c )} and B 2 = {g 2 (λ c )} compatible with hypergrahps G 1 and G 2 respectively, their tensor product is a box compatible with
e. such that the distribution of its context c ∪ c is a product of distributions g 1 (λ c ) and g 2 (λ c ).
We make now an observation, which characterizes the set of noncontextual boxes of the tensor product of two the same hypergraphs.
Observation 3 The set of noncontextual boxes N C G ⊗2 belonging to C (n)
is spanned by tensor products of extremal points of the set N C G .
Proof. To see this, consider an extremal point of N C G ⊗2 . It is equal to a box with joint distribution over 2n observables δ a,a0 for some a 0 . Such a distribution is a product of distributions δ a1,a01 and δ a2,a02 where a 1 and a 2 are output strings of outputs a i and each a i ∈ {0, 1, ...., d Ai }. a 01 and a 02 are some fixed output strings. a 1 and a 2 when written in a system with basis d (assuming that all of them are equal, otherwise one has to consider a multibase system) and concatenating yields a. Hence any extremal point of N C G ⊗2 is a product of extremal points of the set N C G .
We will need also a lemma stated in general for linear operations, which will be used for twirling operation: This enables us to state the following observation:
is spanned by tensor products of extremal points of the set τ (N C G )
Proof. By lemma 8 the only extremal points in τ ⊗ τ (N C G ⊗2 ) are within the set of images of extremal points through τ . We know from observation 3 that extremal points of τ ⊗ τ (N G G ⊗2 ) are of the form τ (E i ) ⊗ τ (E j ) where E k are extremal points of N C G . Now if τ (E i ) is not extremal in τ (N C G ) i.e. can be decomposed into i p i τ (E ki ) then clearly the image τ ⊗ τ (E i ⊗ E j ) for any j is not an extremal in τ ⊗ τ (N C G ⊗2 ), as it can be decomposed into nontrivial mixture i p i τ (E ki ) ⊗ τ (E j ). The same argument holds for τ (E j ) : it cannot be non-extremal in τ (N C G ) if the pair . Let also some of g(λ c ) be equal to g(λ c0 ) and the rest of the g(λ c ) be equal to Π(g(λ c0 )) for some reversible operation Π. Then, there holds:
where g(λ c0 )g(λ c0 ) is a product of distributions g(λ c0 ) and p1 is the distribution of some fixed context number1 of P nc . Proof: Let n 1 be the number of the contexts of B with the same distribution g(λ c0 ) and n 2 the number of the remaining contexts with distribution Π (g(λ c0 )) . In what follows, we identify g(λ c0 ) with q and Π(g(λ c0 )) withq for short. We know that 
where n 2 is total no. of contexts and P nc = {p cc }. From the Observations 3 and 4, the box P nc can be written as P nc = p 1 LL + p 2 LB e + p 3 B eL + p 4 B eB e .
We switch now from equality for boxes to equality for contexts, using for short the notation B e = {e c } meaning that e c is the context number c of a box B and similarly B e = {e c } and L = {l c }, L = {e c }. 
which is exactly relative entropy term in (F6). Similarly, by considering other two cases where c ∈ {n 1 } & c ∈ {n 2 } and c ∈ {n 2 } & c ∈ {n 2 } we get the same equality after applying reversible operations Π cc = I ⊗ Π and Π cc = Π ⊗ Π respectively, and the assertion follows
Observation 5 In general lemma 9 holds for n-copy, i.e. 
The proof goes in full analogy to that of lemma 9. We can state now one of the main theorems of this section. 
Proof. We first note that by theorem 3, with the set of automorphisms L 0 being the set of all tensor products of automorphisms from L 0 with themselves, we have:
Now, by lemma 9, we have
where q = re i + (1 − r)e i (also q = re j + (1 − r)e j ) (r > s by assumption) and indices i, j represent a fixed context of P nc such that all distributions of P nc are transformable into it, by operations which at the same time transform all distributions of B ⊗2 into qq. By theorem 3 and using the fact thatis invariant under swap (it can be achieved by local or global swap operations depending on the hypergraph under consideration), it is equivalent to the quantity:
where T is all the other possible terms of l n s & e n s with weights p n . Note here that, l n s & e n s are all some fixed context. Since, l n = se n + (1 − s)e n for all n we have, 
where T 2 contains terms with powers of (1 − r). For extremal points r = 1 therefore, 
Since a p (a) e1e2.. = 1 and minimum is attained at p 1 = 1 which gives us desired proof
Analogously we can show additivity of X u on B e by exchanging l 0 to l 0 and e 0 to e 0 .
Corollary 3 For a box B ∈ I
X u is additive.
Proof.
To see the first statement, it suffices to check that the box B ∈ I satisfies assumptions of theorem 9. The second is direct result from theorem 10.
